Abstract. In a paper entitled Binary lambda calculus and combinatory logic, John Tromp presents a simple way of encoding lambda calculus terms as binary sequences. In what follows, we study the numbers of binary strings of a given size that represent lambda terms and derive results from their generating functions, especially that the number of terms of size n grows roughly like 1.963447954 n .
Introduction
In recent years growing attention has been given to quantitative research in logic and computational models. Investigated objects (e.g., propositional formulae, tautologies, proofs, programs) can be seen as combinatorial structures, providing therefore the inspiration for combinatorists and computer scientists. In particular, several works have been devoted to studying properties of lambda calculus terms. On a practical point of view, generation of random lambda terms is the core of debugging functional programs using random tests [3] and the present paper offers an answer to a open question (see introduction of [3] ) since we are able to generate closed typable terms following a uniform distribution. This work applies beyond λ-calculus to any system with bound variables, like first order predicate calculus (quantifiers are binders like λ) or block structures in programming languages.
First traces of the combinatorial approach to lambda calculus date back to the work of Jue Wang [19] , who initiated the idea of enumerating λ-terms. In her report, Wang defined the size of a term as the total number of abstractions, applications
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This size model, although natural from the combinatorial viewpoint, turned out to be difficult to handle. The question that arises immediately concerns the number of λ-terms of a given size. This non-trivial task has been done by Bodini, Gardy, and Gittenberger in [1, 2] and Lescanne in [14] .
The approach applied in the latter paper has been extended in [9] by the authors of the current paper to the model in which applications and abstractions are the only ones that contribute to the size of a λ-term. The same model has been studied in [4] by David et al., where several properties satisfied by random λ-terms are provided.
When dealing with the two described models, it is not difficult to define recurrence relations for the number of λ-terms of a given size. However, by applying standard tools of the theory of generating functions one obtains generating functions that are expressed as infinite sequences of radicals. Moreover, the radii of convergence are in both cases equal to zero, which makes the analysis of those functions very difficult to cope with.
In this paper, we study the binary encoding of lambda calculus introduced by John Tromp in [18] . This representation results in another size model. It comes from the binary lambda calculus he defined in which he builds a minimal self interpreter of lambda calculus 1 as a basis of algorithmic complexity theory [15] . Set as a central question of theoretical computer science and mathematics, this approach is also more realistic for functional programming. Indeed for compiler builders it is counter-intuitive to assign the same size to all the variables, because in the translation of a program written in Haskell, Ocaml or LISP variables are put in a stack. A variable deep in the stack is not as easily reachable as a variable shallow in the stack. Therefore the weight of the former should be larger than the weight of the latter. Hence it makes sense to associate a size with a variable proportional to its distance to its binder. In this model, recurrence relations for the number of terms of a given size are built using this specific notion of size. From that, we derive corresponding generating functions defined as infinitely nested radicals. However, this time the radius of convergence is positive and allows us for further analysis of the functions. We are able to compute the exact asymptotics for the number of all (not necessarily closed) terms and we also prove the approximate asymptotics for the number of closed ones. Moreover, we define an unranking function, i.e., a generator of terms from their indices from which we derive a uniform generator of λ-terms (general and typable). This allows us to provide outcomes of computer experiments in which we estimate the number of simply typable λ-terms of a given size.
Lambda calculus and its binary representation
Lambda calculus is a model of computation that is equivalent to Turing machines or recursive functions, serving as a powerful tool in the development of the programming theory [16] . Furthermore, it constitutes the basis for functional programming languages and has many applications in automated theorem provers.
Basic objects of the lambda calculus are λ-terms, which are regarded as denotation for functions or computer programs. Given a countable infinite set of variables V , we define lambda terms by the following grammar:
A term of the form λx.M is called an abstraction. Each occurrence of x in M is called bound. We say that a variable x is free in a term N if it is not bound by an enclosing abstraction. A term with no free variable is called closed. Two terms are considered equivalent if they are identical up to renaming of bound variables.
In order to eliminate names of variables from the notation of a λ-term, de Bruijn introduced an alternative way of representing equivalent terms. Instead of variables we are given now a set of de Bruijn indices {1, 2, 3, . . .}. Given a closed λ-term, we form the corresponding de Bruijn term as follows: an abstraction λx.M is now written as λM, where M is the result of substituting each occurrence of x by the index n, where n is the number of λ's enclosing the given occurrence of x; an application M N is simply replaced by MN.
Following John Tromp, we define the binary representation of de Bruijn indices in the following way:
However, notice that unlike Tromp [18] and Lescanne [13] , we start the de Bruijn indices at 1 like de Bruijn [5] . Given a λ-term, we define its size as the length of the corresponding binary sequence, i.e., |n| = n + 1,
In contrast to previously studied models, the number of all (not necessarily closed) λ-terms of a given size is always finite. This is due to the fact that the size of each variable depends on the distance from its binder.
Combinatorial facts
In order to determine the asymptotics of the number of all/closed λ-terms of a given size, we will use the following combinatorial notions and results.
We say that a sequence (F n ) n≥0 is of
and we denote this fact by F n ∼ G n ; • exponential order A n , for some constant A, if lim sup
and we denote this fact by F n A n .
Given the generating function F (z) for the sequence (F n ) n≥0 , we write [z n ]F (z) to denote the n-th coefficient of the Taylor expansion of
The theorems below (Theorem IV.7 and Theorem VI.1 of [8] ) serve as powerful tools that allow to estimate coefficients of certain functions that frequently appear in combinatorial considerations. Fact 1. If F (z) is analytic at 0 and R is the modulus of a singularity nearest to the origin, then
α admits the following asymptotic expansion:
where Γ is the Euler Gamma function.
The sequences S m,n
Let us denote the number of λ-terms of size n with at most m distinct free indices by S m,n .
First, let us notice that there are no terms of size 0 and 1. Let us consider a λ-term of size n + 2 with at most m distinct free variables. Then we have one of the following cases.
• The term is a de Bruijn index n + 1, provided m is greater than or equal to n + 1.
• The term is an abstraction whose binary representation is given by 00 M , where the size of M is n and M has at most m + 1 distinct free variables.
• The term is an application whose binary representation is given by 01 M N , where M is of size i and N is of size n − i, with i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, and both terms have at most m distinct free variables.
This leads to the following recursive formula
The sequence S 0,n , i.e., the sequence of numbers of closed λ-terms of size n, can be found in the On-line Encyclopedia of Integer Sequences under the number A114852. Its first 20 values are as follows: 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 2, 1, 6, 5, 13, 14, 37, 44, 101, 134, 298, 431. Now let us define the family of generating functions for sequences (S m,n ) n≥0 :
Most of all, we are interested in the generating function for the number of closed terms, i.e.,
Applying the recurrence on S m,n , we get
Solving the equation
gives us
This means that the generating function S m (z) is expressed by means of infinitely many nested radicals, a phenomenon which has already been encountered in previous research papers on enumeration of lambda terms, see e.g., [1] . However, in Tromp's binary lambda calculus we are able to provide more results than in other representations of lambda terms.
First of all, let us notice that the number of lambda terms of size n has to be less than 2 n , the number of all binary sequences of size n. This means that in the considered model of lambda terms the radius of convergence of the generating function enumerating closed lambda terms is positive (even larger that 1/2), which is not the case in other models, where the radius of convergence is equal to zero.
The number of all λ-terms
Let us now consider the sequence enumerating all binary λ-terms, i.e., including terms that are not closed. Let S ∞,n denote the number of all such terms of size n. Repeating the reasoning from the previous section, we obtain the following recurrence relation: Obviously, we have S m,n ≤ S ∞,n for every m, n ∈ N. Moreover, lim m→∞ S m,n = S ∞,n .
Let S ∞ (z) denote the generating function for the sequence (S ∞,n ) n∈N , that is
Notice that for m ≥ n − 1 we have S m,n = S ∞,n . Therefore
Theorem 1. The number of all binary λ-terms of size n satisfies
, where ρ . = 0.509308127 and C . = 1.021874073.
Proof. The generating function S ∞ (z) fulfills the equation
Solving the above equation gives us
The dominant singularity of the function S ∞ (z) is given by the root of smallest modulus of the polynomial
The polynomial has four real roots: 0.509308127, −0.623845142, 1, −3.668100004, and two complex ones that are approximately equal to 0.4 + 0.8i and 0.4 − 0.8i. Therefore ρ . = 0.509308127 is the singularity of S ∞ nearest to the origin. Let us write S ∞ (z) in the following form:
where Q(z) =
R∞(z)
(ρ−z)(1−z) is the polynomial defined for all |z| ≤ ρ. We get that the radius of convergence of S ∞ (z) is equal to ρ and its inverse (1/ρ) n . Fact 2 allows us to determine the subexponential factor of the asymptotic estimation of the number of terms. Applying it, we obtain that
where the constant C is given by Proof. First, let us notice that for every m, n ∈ N we have S m,n ≤ S m+1,n . This means that the radius of convergence of the generating function for the sequence (S m,n ) n∈N is not smaller that the radius of convergence of the generating function for (S m+1,n ) n∈N . Therefore, for every natural number m, we have
On the other hand, from Equation 4 we see that every singularity of S m+1 (z) is also a singularity of S m (z). Hence, the dominant singularity of S m (z) is less than or equal to the dominant singularity of S m+1 (z), i.e., we have
These two inequalities show that dominant singularities of all functions S m (z) are the same. In particular, for every m we have ρ m = ρ 0 .
Proposition 2.
The dominant singularity of S 0 (z) is equal to the dominant singularity of S ∞ (z), i.e., ρ 0 = ρ . = 0.509308127.
Proof. Since the number of closed binary λ-terms is not greater than the number of all binary terms of the same size, we conclude immediately that ρ 0 ≥ ρ. Let us now consider the functionals
In particular, when m = 0, we have
We have also S m (z) = Φ m (S m+1 (z)). The Φ m 's and Φ ∞ are increasing over functions over [0, 1), which means that
For each m ∈ N, let us consider the function S m (z) defined as the fixed point of Φ m . In other words, S m (z) is defined as the solution of the following equation:
Notice that since S m,n ≤ S m+1,n ≤ S ∞,n we can claim that S m (z) ≤ S m+1 (z) ≤ S ∞ (z). Therefore, we have
we get
The discriminant of this equation is:
The values for which ∆ m = 0 are the singularities of S m (z). Let us denote the main singularity of S m (z) by σ m . From Equation (6) we see that
The value of σ m is equal to the root of smallest modulus of the following polynomial:
In the case of the function S ∞ (z), we get the polynomial
whose root of smallest modulus is, like in the case of R ∞ (z), equal to ρ. Now let us show that the sequence (σ m ) m∈N of roots of polynomials P m (z) is decreasing (see Figure 1) and that it converges to ρ.
Notice that P m (z) = P ∞ (z) − 4z m+4 . Given a value ζ such that ρ < ζ < 1 (for instance ζ = 0.8), P m (z) converges uniformly to P ∞ (z) in the interval [0, ζ]. Therefore σ m → ρ when m → ∞. By σ m ≤ ρ m ≤ ρ, we get ρ m → ρ, as well. Since all the ρ m 's are equal, we obtain that ρ m = ρ for every natural m.
The above proposition leads immediately to the following result. Corollary 1. The number of closed binary λ-terms of size n is of exponential order (1/ρ) n , i.e., S 0,n 1.963448 n .
The number of closed terms of a given size cannot be greater than the number of all terms. Therefore, we obtain what follows. 
Unrankings
The recurrence relation (2) for S m,n allows us to define the function generating λ-terms. More precisely, we construct bijections s m,n , called unranking functions, between all non-negative integers not greater than S m,n and binary λ-terms of size n with at most m distinct free variables [7] . This approach is also known as the recursive method, originating with Nijenhuis and Wilf [17] (see especially Chapter 13) . In order to describe unranking functions, we make use of the Cantor pairing function.
Let us recall that for n ≥ 2 we have, by (2),
The encoding function s m,n takes an integer k ∈ {1, . . . , S m,n } and returns the term built in the following way.
• If m ≥ n − 1 and k is equal to S m,n , the function returns the string 1 n−1 0.
• If k is less than or equal to S m+1,n−2 , then the corresponding term is in the form of abstraction 00 M, where M is the value of the unranking function s m+1,n−2 on k.
• Otherwise (i.e., k is greater than S m+1,n−2 and less than S m,n if m ≥ n + 1 or less than or equal to S m,n if m < n + 1) then the corresponding term is in the form of application 01 M N. In order to get strings M and N, we compute the maximal value ∈ {0, . . . , n − 2} for which
The strings M and N are the values s m, (k ) and s m,n−2− (k ), respectively, where (k , k ) is the pair of integers encoded by r by the Cantor pairing function. In Figure 3 the reader may find a Haskell program [12] which computes the values s m,n (k). In this program, the function s m,n (k) is written as unrankT m n k and the sequence S m,n is written as tromp m n.
Number of typable terms
The unranking function allows us to traverse all the closed terms of size n and to filter those that are typable (see [11] and appendix) in order to count them and similarly to traverse all the terms of size n to count those that are typable. Figure 4 left gives the number T 0,n of closed typable terms of size n and Figure 4 right gives the number T ∞,n of all typable terms of size n.
Thanks to the unranking function, we can build a uniform generator of λ-terms and, using this generator, we can build a uniform generator of simply typable λ-terms, which works by sieving the uniformly generated plain terms through a program that checks their typability (see for instance [9] ). This way, it is possible to unrankT :: Int -> Int -> Integer -> Term unrankT m n k | m >= n -1 && k == (tromp m n) = Index $ fromIntegral (n -1) --terms 1^{n-1}0 | k <= (tromp (m+1) (n-2)) = Abs (unrankT (m+1) (n-2) k) --terms 00M | otherwise = unrankApp (n-2) 0 (k -tromp (m+1) (n-2)) --terms 01MN where unrankApp n j h | h <= tmjtmnj = let (dv,rm) = (h-1) 'divMod' tmnj in App (unrankT m j (dv+1)) (unrankT m (n-j) (rm+1)) | otherwise = unrankApp n (j + 1) (h -tmjtmnj) where tmnj = tromp m (n-j) tmjtmnj = (tromp m j) * tmnj generate uniformly typable closed terms up to size 450 which is rather good since Tromp was able to build a self interpreter 3 for the λ-calculus of size 210.
Conclusion
We have shown that if we use the size yielded by the binary lambda calculus [18] , we get an exponential growth of the number of λ-terms of size n when n goes to infinity. This applies to closed λ-terms, to λ-terms with a bounded number of free variables, and to all λ-terms of size n. Except for the size of all λ-terms, the question of finding the non-exponential factor of the asymptotic approximation of these numbers is still open. Since the generating functions are not standard, we were lead to devise new methods for computing these approximations. Beside, we describe unranking functions (recursive methods) for generating λ-terms from which we derive tools for their uniform generation and for the enumeration of typable λ-terms. The generation of random (typable) terms is limited by the performance of the generators based on the recursive methods aka unranking which needs to handle huge number. Boltzmann samplers [6] should allow us to generate terms of larger size.
